ITShastra Expands Executive Team
MUMBAI, India, Mar. 18, 2011 –
MUMBAI, India, Feb. 16, 2011 – ITShastra, a software development, testing and design company for worldwide business
needs and offshore project delivery, today announced several key executive team promotions to further strengthen its global
footprint and better manage company growth.
Prasad Nagool, ITShastra CEO, said, “We experienced robust growth last year adding 18 new clients and completing several
major projects. With all of our major clients in varying verticals retaining us as their partner and the new projects in hand , the
company’s atmosphere is charged with energy and we are ready to take on exciting new opportunities. These promotions will
strengthen the executive team and further define career paths for the middle management team.”
General Technology Manager, Yogesh Chaudhari, has been promoted to SVP of technolo gy. He will spearhead the
introduction of new technology and application development for ITShastra. Chaudhari has 11 years of IT experience in the U.
S. mortgage banking industry.
Sandhya Ashokan is now vice president of Web technologies. She has been leading the web development efforts for ITShastra
for the past six years. In her previous job, Ashokan worked with People Group (Fropper.com and Shaadi.com). Sameer Desai,
who for the past six years has been project manager in the quality department, has been promoted to vice president of
quality assurance. He was instrumental in establishing the Capability Maturity Model (CMM), at ITShastra and managing
quality Initiatives.
In addition, Prashant Yelwe, Prashant Jadhav and Rajendra Patil have all has been named project managers. For the past six
years, Yelwe has been a software developer working in the dot net technology team as a team leader. Jadhav has been
heavily involved in the quality initiatives and has led the testing team for the Radian project while Rajendra has been
overseeing the development activities for the project.
Shantanu Kulkarni, the creative face of ITShastra, has been promoted to manager of web designs. Shantanu has been with
the company for five years on various web design projects using various web technologies such as HTML, CSS, Adobe Flash
and Imaging softwares.
Nagool continued, “It is our culture to recognize and reward innovation and excellence while also maintaining the “family
environment” and core values generating no-nonce results to all clients. Each of these individuals understands the
importance of fulfilling business requirements and achieving high-quality results without compromising creativity and
technology. They are extremely skilled in the latest developmental technologies and will help ITShastra serve its worldwide
clients.”

About ITShastra
Founded in 2001 and headquartered in Mumbai, India, ITShastra is a professionally managed software company that is a
global provider of consultancy, development, testing and design services for businesses around the world. Its highly technical
team has broad-based experience in both software design and Web application development that address multiple vertical
industries including Mortgage, Retail, Healthcare, Education, Film Industries, Banking and more. ITShastra also has offices in
Pune, Jalgaon and Nagpur, India as well as an affiliate office in Columbia, Md. with IndiSoft, LLC. For more information visi t
www.itshastra.com or call +91 022 27781074 / +91 022 27781160.

